


WELCOME TO  
SILENTLAB

We´re a young and dynamic company
specializing in office acoustics. Based
in Prague and founded in 2015, we’ve
grown from a core team of three
enthusiasts to nearly 80 professionals.



ACOUSTICS
THAT WORKS

At SilentLab, we’re dedicated to optimizing  
workspaces through acoustic perfection.  
Our proven expertise leads to increased  
productivity, enhanced morale, and  

greater team happiness.



DRIVEN TOEXPAND

NORTH AMERICE

Our mission: to deliver leading-edge  
office acoustic solutions to clients across  

Europe and beyond.

SINGAPORE  
HONG KONG 

SHAINGAI

AUSTRALIA  
NEW ZEALAND



OUR PRODUCT  
FAMILIES

Every product in our portfolio is expertly  
crafted by our team of acoustic engineers  
to deliver the utmost in noise reduction and  

absorption.

ACOUSTIC FURNITURE

SOUND ABSORBINGPANELS ACOUSTIC ROOM DIVIDERS

MICROOFFICE



MICROOFFICE UNIQ



MICROOFFICE UNIQ combines our new  
iconic design with a unique ventilation system,  

high-end acoustic materials and even more  
sophisticated details than before. MICROOFFICE  
UNIQ captures an insulated bubble of peace  
without the burden of difficult installation or  

renovation.

MICROOFFICE UNIQ



MICROOFFICE PRIME



MICROOFFICE PRIME is a standalone haven of  
silence ready for use without any burdensome  
installation or renovation. It combines our iconic  
visualaestheticwith aunique ventilationsystem,  
high-end acoustic materials, sophisticated  

details and practical design.

MICROOFFICE PRIME



MICROOFFICE CUBIQ



MICROOFFICE CUBIQ transforms any  
area into a private multi-person meeting  
room. Enjoy unprecedented flexibility  
with standing, two-seat and three-seat  

configurations.

MICROOFFICE CUBIQ



MICROOFFICE QUADRIO



MICROOFFICE QUADRIO I

Find unlimited possibilities and forward-thinking
design with MICROOFFICE QUADRIO, which
you can configure exactly the way you need it.
MICROOFFICE QUADRIO I is perfect
solution for your one on one meetings.



Find unlimited possibilities and forward-thinking
design with MICROOFFICE QUADRIO, which
you can configure exactly the way you need it.
Our original concept, based on a segmented
folding system of individual parts, allows you to
create atailor-made office for up to eight people.

MICROOFFICE  
QUADRIO II-IV



AV TECHNOLOGY

MICROOFFICE QUADRIO II-IV is ready to host
any modern meeting thanks to intelligent AV
technology solutions that provide users with an
unparalleled, all-in-one collaborative setting for
seamless and productive discourse in your
workspace.



ACOUSTIC FURNITURE MYSPOT

WALLBOOTHMOVE

MYSPOT
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SOUND ABSORBING  
PANELS

STILL

ABSO STILL &MYSPACE

ABSOSTILL

STILL



ACOUSTIC ROOM  
DIVIDERS

MYSPACE

SHADE  

FLEXI  

MUTE
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SHADE



SHADE PRINT

SILENT PLAY

PETAL
MYSPOT BOND

MOSS
PRINT

MYSPOT BONDPETAL

MOSS



SOUNDMASKING
FLEXI

MYSPACE &STILL MUTE

SHADE

Sound masking is a specially tuned ambient
background sound that targets the same
frequency as human speech, reducing its
intelligibility. Face to face collaboration with
fellow employees is not impacted, as
conversations at a distance fade into the
background and speech privacy is protected.
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Witteveen Projectinrichting 
Ouderkerk a/d Amstel 
Tel: 020 - 496 5030 
info@witteveen.nl 

www.telefooncel.info 
www.project-inrichting.nl


